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COMPARING CYCLE PARAMETERS IN PSS8 vs. PSS5 SYSTEMS - 07

The PSS8 Trinity Control System provides a larger variety and greater flexibility of cycle
parameters than the popular PSS5 system. This series will discuss the enhancements in
the PSS8 parameters as they relate to each phase of a standard cycle.

AIR-IN

The AIR-IN phase returns the chamber to atmospheric pressure to allow the door(s) to be
opened safely and the load removed.

For the PSS5 system there are no parameters to control this phase. The air-in solenoid is
opened and stays open until the chamber reaches atmospheric pressure.

The PSS8 allows the operator to control the rate at which the pressure returns to
atmospheric using the AIR IN RATE parameter. This provides some protection for loads
that are susceptible to sudden changes in pressure. The PSS8 also includes an AIR IN
TIMEOUT parameter that alerts the operator in the event the chamber cannot reach
atmospheric pressure in the desired amount of time.

CYCLE COMPLETE

The CYCLE COMPLETE phase alerts the operator that the cycle is done and displays the
cycle status.

For PSS5 single door units the gasket retracts, both gaskets retract for double-door units,
and the gaskets stay sealed on double-door units with the bio-seal option. The buzzer
sounds periodically for five minutes and then shuts off. The only parameter used in this
phase is the GASKET RETRACT TIME.

The PSS8 system keeps all gaskets sealed during the CYCLE COMPLETE phase and
unseals a gasket only after the operator presses the RETRACT GASKET button. The
unseal time is determined by the GASKET RETRACT TIME parameter. While sealed, the
control system maintains pressure in the chamber between 1 PSIG and 2 Inches Hg by
opening the drain valve or air-in valve as needed. The buzzer sounds for 1 second and
remains off for a period determined by the BUZZER OFF TIME parameter. The PSS8
system provides a means to control loading and loading of the sterilizer. The FLOW
CONTROL parameter determines the load path, either A to A, A to B, B to A, or B to B for
a particular cycle by providing a RETRACT GASKET button only on the selected unload
side.
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